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In this first term of the course students are taught about Contemporary Issues in Sport. This will
include modules on ‘Understanding the issues which affect participation in sport’, ‘Knowing about
the role of sport in promoting values’, ‘Understanding the importance of hosting major sporting
events’ and ‘Knowing about the role of national governing bodies in sport’.
Within these units students have the opportunity to examine topical sporting issues, such as which
sports are popular and why, drug use in sport, the benefits and drawbacks of hosting a major
sporting event, such as the Olympics or a World Cup and how money is needed and used in sport.
Students are continually assessed via their work in class and at home, the completion of their work
booklet, topic related tasks and past paper questions. Practical lessons are used to compliment the
theory delivery and help students to understand the work which is covered.
There are 5 lessons per fortnight of which 2/3 are Practical and 2/3 are Theory.
Assessment: The Contemporary Issues in Sport unit is formally assessed in January of Year 10.
This is a one hour exam where 60 marks are available, which equate to a unit grade, Distinction *,
Distinction, Merit, Pass at both level 2 and 1. This accounts for 25% of the overall mark for the
Sports Studies course.
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In the first term of Year 11 Sports Studies students take part in the Developing Sports Skills Unit
(RO52). This is a practical based unit with students being assessed for 3/4 of the unit on their level
of practical performance. Here students perform in their best individual sport, team sport and as
an official in the sport they have the most knowledge about. For all 3 of these areas students are
asked to practice these activities so they are as competent as possible. These 3 performance areas
are assessed via a teacher witness statement who allocates a grade against assessment descriptors.
Students choose any activities which are on the approved list produced by OCR.
The other assessment task in this unit is a very detailed piece of coursework which requires
students to produce an analysis of their performance in their best and favourite sport. This includes
an identification of strengths and weaknesses, knowledge of types of skills and practices, ways to
assess and monitor levels of performance, and strategies and plans which could bring about an
improvement in their personal level of performance.
Again this written assessment task is scaffolded with a great deal of guidance being given to the
students. A step by step approach is adopted to help support the students in completing this task.
Overall Assessment: The Developing Sports Skills unit is assessed during the Autumn term of Year
11. There is1 written task, alongside 3 practical assessments.
60 marks are available for this unit, which equate to a unit grade, Distinction *, Distinction, Merit,
Pass at both level 2 and 1. This accounts for 25% of the overall mark for the Sports Studies course.
A work sample for this unit is sent off to the exam board in January of Year 11.
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Students take part and complete the Sports Leadership unit (RO53). Here they are taught are assessed in a range of aspects linked to effective
Sports Leadership.
Firstly, they are taught about different Sports Leadership roles, their responsibilities and qualities and the 3 leadership styles they might use.
Assessment: They will complete a detailed, written assignment on the content above.
Students are tasked with delivering/leading their own sports session. Prior to delivery they produce a detailed plan (assessment task) and a Risk
Assessment for their activity (assessment task) in addition to them displaying their understanding and knowledge of Health and safety
considerations (assessment task). When complete they deliver their sports session applying what they have learnt about what effective sports
leadership looks like. Their delivery is also assessed. Following their delivery, students complete a written evaluation (assessment task) of how
they performed, reviewing their planning and delivery, including highlighting their strengths and areas for development, and their next leadership
steps.
Practical lessons again support the theory delivery in the classroom.
Overall Assessment: The Sports Leadership unit is assessed during the Spring term of Year 10. There are 5 pieces of written evidence (of varying
lengths and weighting) and one practical assessment. All written assessment tasks are scaffolded with a great deal of guidance being given to the
students. A step by step approach is adopted to help support students in completing set tasks.
There are 60 marks available for this unit, which equate to a unit grade, Distinction *, Distinction, Merit, Pass at both level 2 and 1. This accounts
for 25% of the overall mark for the Sports Studies course.
A work sample for this unit will be sent off to the exam board in November of Year 11.
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In the final term and a half on the course, students complete the final unit of the course. This is a
thorough investigation into the relationship between sport and the media. This looks at the different
types of media, such as TV, radio, social media and written press, the positives and negatives of the
media's impact on sport and other aspects of the relationship, culminating in a comparative project
on a high profile sporting news story/event.
All of these areas are taught in detail with students then being set 5 pieces of coursework.
Written assessment tasks are scaffolded with a great deal of guidance being given to students. A step
by step approach is adopted to help support the students in completing this task.
Overall Assessment: The Sport and the Media unit is assessed during the Spring and first part of the
Summer term of Year 11. There are 5 written pieces of coursework, each varying in length and
weighting.
60 marks are available for this unit, which equate to a unit grade, Distinction *, Distinction, Merit,
Pass at both level 2 and 1. This accounts for 25% of the overall mark for the Sports Studies course.
A work sample for this unit is sent off to the exam board in May of Year 11.
Overall Sports Studies students gain a score out of 240 which gives them an overall grade for the
course of Distinction *, Distinction, Merit, Pass at both Level 2 (the equivalent to a GCSE) or Level 1.
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